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Coarse-to-fine analysis of visual scenes
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HSFLSF

Theoretical background

• The rapid processing of LSF information will allow to quickly access to the scene category

• This first categorization can be specified with the HSF



LSF

predictions

HSF

• LSF are used to generate predictions in high-level areas (orbito-frontal cortex)

• Predictions are used to guide visual information in occipito-temporal areas

• LSF guides the slower processing of HSF

Peyrin et al., 2010 J Cogn neurosc

Kauffmann et al. 2015 Brain Cogn

Bar (2003, 2007)

Neurobiological models of visual recognition
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M Cells

P Cells

Spatial frequency processing is not homogeneous across the retina

• Center of the retina : P cells sensitive to HSF

• Periphery of retina : M cells sensitive to LSF

HFS

LSF
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Theoretical background

What is the role of peripheral vision in the 
generation of predictions?



 Larson & Loshky (2009)

« Window-Scotoma » paradigm

Presentation of a word after each scene: "congruent or incongruent with the scene category? "

Results: participants performances were closer to the maximum performances (obtained during whole scenes presentation)

in the Scotoma condition than in the Window condition

Suggests that the low-resolution of peripheral vision would be more useful than high-resolution of

central vision to quickly categorize a scene
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Contribution of central vision and peripheral vision to the categorization of scenes

 Goal:

Test the contribution of peripheral vision and central vision in scenes

categorization

1. Replicate the results of Larson & Loshcky (2009) by showing that peripheral vision is

more useful than central vision

2. In continuity of coarse-to-fine analysis, is it more advantageous to have access to the low

resolution information in peripheral vision before the fine information in central vision?
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Experiment 1

 Stimuli :
• Indoor and Outdoor scenes

• Manipulation of semantic central content
• Central object

• No central object

 Experiment 1:

• 30 participants

• Session 1: categorization of whole scenes

• Session 2: categorization of individual stimuli

(CD, R1, R2, R3, R4)

• Stimuli presented for 100 ms

 Hypotheses :

We expected to an advantage of peripheral

vision compared to central vision, even with the

presence of a central object
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Experiment 1



 Results:

• Categorization performance improved as the scene was revealed in peripheral vision, even

with the presence of a central object

• Error rates obtained in peripheral vision (R4) do not differ from those obtained for the categorization

of whole scenes
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Experiment 1

 Advantage of peripheral vision compared to central vision



 Stimuli :
• Indoor and Outdoor scenes

• Manipulation of semantic central content
• Central object

• No central object

 Experiment 2 :

• 28 participants

• Categorization of Cent-to-Peri

and Peri-to-Cent sequences

• Sequences presented for:

• 100 ms

• 500 ms

 Hypotheses :
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Experiment 2

• We expected to an advantage of PtC sequences compared to CtP sequences,

even with a central object

• We expected to a more pronounced advantage of PtC sequences presented

for 100 ms compared to PtC sequences presented for 500 ms



 Results:
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Experiment 2

• Better categorization performances for Peri-to-Cent sequences compared to Cent-to-Peri

sequences



 Results:

• Better categorization performances for Peri-to-Cent sequences compared to Cent-to-Peri sequences

• Peri-to-Cent sequences were categorized with fewer errors than Cent-to-Peri sequences only

when presented for 100 ms
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 Results:

• Better categorization performances for Peri-to-Cent sequences compared to Cent-to-Peri sequences

• Peri-to-Cent sequences were categorized with fewer errors than Cent-to-Peri sequences only when

presented for 100 ms

• The presence of a central object improved response times of Cent-to-Peri sequences

presented during 500 ms

 Suggests that the weight of central vision increases with a longer presentation time
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Contribution of central vision and peripheral vision to the categorization of scenes

 Conclusion:

• Both experiments support the greater efficiency and utility of peripheral vision compared to

central vision during rapid scene categorization, despite the low visual acuity to peripheral

vision and the informative value of central vision

• In agreement with a coarse-to-fine processing of spatial frequencies (Kauffmann et al., 2014;

Kauffmann et al., 2015), it seems that the rapid analysis of coarse information available in

peripheral vision could allow a first categorization that would be validated or not by the

slower detailed analysis in central vision.
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Projects of experiments

2) Study the interference of peripheral vision on the scenes categorization in central vision, and

conversely

• Simultaneous presentation of peripheral ring and central disk semantically similar or semantically dissimilar

• Task: categorization of the peripheral ring or categorization of the central disk (between-subjects)
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thank you for your attention


